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Abstract—This paper focuses on solving the problem of cloud application developers facing while using the available Clouds in their cloud application development process. There are multiple cloud infrastructures available in the market. The Cloud Application developers can't be familiar with all the clouds available in the market. Our paper addresses this issue, and talks to facilitate the cloud application developer to provide an generic abstract layer which hides the back end cloud infrastructure and with a uniform API layer to make use in their cloud applications. Generic Cloud Frame work will provide the facility to common developers to have a minimum knowledge about the cloud and solve the various problems. With the help of Generic Cloud Framework, the developers can provision and develop various applications like provisioning for DB management systems, Medical Systems, Educational systems, Agriculture systems, using an -Infrastructure as a Servicel (IaaS) cloud. To solve this problem in a generic way by providing the domain specific API Libraries with uniform interface to back end cloud infrastructure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is not an technology now a days. But it is becoming and a valuable and important which is becoming an fundamentally changing the way we use and develop on-demand applications. As you we know, Linux & open source provides the foundation for the cloud (either for public or private infrastructures). We explored the cloud anatomy, its architecture, and the open source technologies used to build these platforms. Cloud computing is commonly considered as –the greatest sliceable thing in IT infrastructure –, as it allows the computing power can be utilized to behave similar to a generic utility that is always available to user on their need basis from anywhere. This utility-orientation about the hardware and software usage makes the cloud computing as an potential transformative technology. The model of pay-as-you-go service makes it an essential economic savvy by reducing the capital expenses and reducing the cost of ownership over time.

Most of the applications are good candidates for adapting to the cloud — if the applications are difficult to configure and manage, then they are the definite candidates for hosting them in the cloud. Many applications have been already ported on virtualized hardware provided by IaaS, SaaS or PaaS providers. The key factor need to be keep in mind is, cost-effectiveness in deployment of cloud applications remain open. One such key factor involves application optimization, which basically assumes the availability of Hardware, Software resources, configuration of them which will result in performance optimization. This ignores the OPEX (operational cost) of running the applications. The pay-as-you-go model used in cloud computing, however, attracts the large number of users to consider hosting the applications on the Cloud, to reduce operational costs and consider increasing the performance.

In this paper, we discuss how any kind of users can easily implement their cloud applications by minimizing the detail knowledge of the backend cloud. This reduces the operational & development cost of a Cloud Applications. That is to say, the Libraries provided by the Generic Cloud Framework will be tapping all the requests from the Cloud applications and translating to back end cloud specific calls to use the specific resource types from physical available cloud at their disposal. We propose a resource provisioning framework with common generic API libraries which identifies the heterogeneous cloud environment, resources, virtual machines etc. that can collectively abstracts the user from Cloud specific knowledge. The requirement for the developer is to have detailed knowledge about the APIs provided by the library. At run time these calls will be translated to make best use of resources by intelligently routing the incoming queries to specific cloud environment.

The work is still in progress. In this work in progress paper, we describe one domain and few set of API libraries to use limited cloud resource for provisioning and utilizing them. We can be termed it as a black box provisioning as the user no need to have any insight or the resource usage of the back-end cloud. An sample application on desktop and handheld device is developed using the Generic Cloud Frame work APIs to demonstrate the end to end flow of the data from domain user to cloud.
We formulated these solutions to help the cloud application developer for packaging and tackling their applications with greater ease and efficiency.

II. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Cloud Infrastructure Services. Our model system assumes an cloud infrastructure which is similar to the offerings made from various IaaS providers, Cloud vendors provide access to the pre-configured computing power they could be virtual machines or cloud servers on which users can remotely install and run their software. Available server types are categorized by the resources they provide to the end user, such as CPU, I/O Band Width, and Physical disk space and system memory size. Cloud resources are usually offered through a ‘pay-as-you-go’ price model, they can be rented for a certain predefined period, probably for an hour, and this period cost is fixed. The cost depends only on the server configuration and not on the server utilization over the time. IaaS clouds are also will provide the services for data storage and transfer. Usually the additional request charges will cost the user, For example, Amazon’s EC2, S3, & EBS services offers persistent storage space and charged based on the per request basis for each I/O operation. This work considers the charges only for the Servers and I/O operations. Regardless of pricing model used, it is the responsibility of the IaaS user to provision appropriately to use its resources. Based on our estimation the workload expected to be by hosting the application.

Domain Specific Components. Cloud-applications for specific domain need specific services. Based on the Hardware, Software required for that domain need to have customized APIs to configure Hardware, APIs for domain specific operations, APIs for Domain specific analytics etc. We pre-assume that the application writer is a domain expert rather a cloud expert. Each domain will have a specific library and the application developer need to understand the library instead of the cloud infrastructure. The APIs reside on API server with wrapper routines to the back-end cloud infrastructure. The (Figure 1) shows over a high level architecture of the system. The application development for specific domain needs appropriate library.

In-Service Module. This module will have the interface to cater the Domain specific community and Cloud service. It will receive the Client request and translate it into the back-end cloud specific call. The calls received from the client are un-wrapped; the parameters are analysed and forwarded to specific cloud utilities and infrastructure modules provided by the cloud infrastructure provider calls. For meaningful, the in-service module receives the request, process the request and at the end, it will send it to the cloud for servicing the request. Based on the service requested the expected distribution of requests across the different service handlers also happens based on this module. This module provides facilities for methodical representation and facilitates to generate reports for various purposes.

Out-Service Module. Provisioning the data collected in the cloud from In-Service module to end users on need basis for reference, for predictions, etc. The Out-Service module is responsible for representing the data to the users. Again to fetch the data from cloud, the user will have domain Specific APIs. The client uses these set of APIs and read the data for representation, dash boarding, Analytics, decision making purposes. The out-service module provides the APIs to fetch the data either on the desktops or on any hand held devices.

The APIs interactions could be represented as shown below picture.

Fig.1. High level Architecture of Generic Cloud Framework

Fig. 2. The Interfaces interaction
III. EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATIONS

Throughout this paper we reference the results using the proof-of-concept for our framework deployed for an application in an agriculture environment, which involves Hardware modules, Software modules, Google services, Amazon Web Services [1]. We deployed the Hardware to read the vegetative index of a particular geographical area's crop and upload the data using In-Services of Generic cloud framework. In-turn this data could help to analyse the health of a particular crop in a specific geo-locations. It can be used to advice the agriculture community for predictive analysis, like what could be the proactive health care of the crops by using proper ratio of Urea, Nitrogen fixes and appropriate pesticides at right time and right composition. The hardware module used for reading the crop health, and is uploaded to the cloud along with the crop’s vegetative index, and geo-coordinates. In this Proof Of Concept the cloud environment used is Amazon Web Services. The HW used are, PIC Microcontroller, Vegetative index reading sensor, GSM and GPRS 908 module 908. All these components are interconnected as below,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geolocation based Vegetative Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.91N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.08N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.38N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.07N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.51N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Generic Cloud Frame work, POC configuration

This POC generates the reports in the form of crop’s geo location, it is health indicator and environment parameters are also can be captured, if the necessary sensors are used to collect the data from the field. We also can extend this and optimize to produce estimates for any specific crops, analytics modules will give the usage of each micro components and ratio analysis for demographic related parameters can be defined. We correlated this with actual resources consumed without using these modules in real field. The consistency and high availability concepts can also be supported and achieved.

IV. GENERIC CLOUD FRAMEWORK REPORTS

The report generated by this proof of concept is as mentioned

Table 1. Sample Report structure

In the above given table. The sensor information is captured and could be used for the analytics purpose. This data set information will be will be uploaded into the cloud database. The user can fetch, process and analyse with the help of APIs provided by the GCF.

V. CONCLUSION

The outcome of the generic cloud framework is in multi-fold. It directly helps the user who would like to use the cloud environment for their specific application development activities. Thus Generic Cloud Framework gives users the speed; simplicity and control they need to develop and deploy applications easily and faster. It provides different specific API layers and infrastructure customized to their development environments.

Over all benefits of this framework are listed as below,

- Enable users to have real time data.
- Application development will be very quick since developer need not be aware about cloud services.
- Reuse of the frame work for multiple purposes.
- Data analytics can be done by understanding one single library on various domain data.
- Easy to maintain the application code.

Enable users to have real time data. User can gain flexibility & control over their choice of languages, frameworks, application services and clouds. Portability is ensured, and vendor lock-in can be eliminated. As the global industry standard for PaaS is open source technology, we operate under the open governance by contribution model. The customer who generates the data can be processed and stored in a defined common standard format, so that it can be used at later point of time by the future customer for their analysis purpose.
Quick Application development. By connecting human brainpower and computing power, we reduce development times and accelerate how applications are designed, developed and delivered. Empowering the companies to cut weeks and months durations once needed to develop and ship new applications to just days, hours, even minutes, Generic Cloud Framework makes fast easy.

Reuse of the frame work for multiple purposes. Built on hardened production infrastructure for global enterprises, the GCF platform ensures scalable micro services and continuous deployment, faster cycle time and higher reliability. Everything is fully scalable, including the platform itself. The framework developed can be reused for various purposes.

Data analytics can be done on various domain data. Built on hardened production infrastructure for global enterprises, the platform ensures scalable micro services and continuous deployment, faster cycle time and higher reliability. Everything is fully scalable, including the platform itself. The data generated can be tiered and utilized for future analytics purpose. Only data also can be rendered to the customers who are looking for the for R&D purposes in multiple domains.

Easy to maintain the application code: Built on hardened production infrastructure for global enterprises, the platform ensures scalable micro services and continuous deployment, faster cycle time and higher reliability. Everything is fully scalable, including the platform itself.
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